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In 1906, the Peter the Great Geological Mu -
seum, under the initiative of F.N. Chernyshev,
was divided into two branches – geological
and mineralogical. Academician V.I. Verna -
dsky headed the mineralogical branch occupy-
ing only one hall with 8 showcases. He has
invited V.I. Kryzhanovsky to work in the Mu -
seum as the acting as keeper, who already in
the beginning of 1907 has plunged into restora-
tion of old collections, creation of new forms of
records and accounting and replenishment of
collections by new materials.

For more successful work in this direction,
Vernadsky in 1909 sent this young specialist
abroad to get acquainted with mineralogical
museums of Berlin, Bonn, Munich, Dresden,
Vienna, Geneva, where he studied collections
and accounting and documenting methods of
museum collections. Simultaneously, Kryzha -
novsky got also acquainted with the work of
foreign mineralogical offices engaged in trad-
ing minerals.

Having returned to Saint Petersburg, he
started correspondence with these offices and
purchased at them minerals new to the Mu se -
um. Minerals were sent from abroad by mail in
parcels containing 15 to 50 samples. Kryzha -
novsky selected the most interesting samples
from each sent parcel and returned the staying.
Frequently, all sent material was accepted. In
this case the price of samples was discounted
by 10 %. The postage on delivery of minerals
and sending back the residues was born by a
mineralogical office. Some samples were sel e -
cted directly in offices at abroad missions of
Fersman, Kryzhanovsky and Vernadsky.

The first parcel was received by the Museum
on April 17, 1909 from the firm Grebel, We n -
dler and Co in Geneva. It contained 25 sam-
ples, mainly minerals of gold and silver from
deposits of Peru, Mexico, USA, etc. at total am -
ount of 249 Swiss Francs. Closest contacts were
maintained with this firm. From 1909 to1914,

the Museum has received from Geneva 20 pa -
rcels with minerals of France, Spain, Portugal,
Turkey, Hungary, Austria, Romania, Italy, Bel -
gium, Norway, Greenland, USA, Australia, Ma -
da gascar, Turkey, Mexico and Brazil at the
amo unt of 6,821 Swiss Francs.

Related to Vernadsky’s interest to radioac-
tive minerals and organization in 1912 of Ra -
dium Expedition of the Academy of Sci en ces,
such minerals as uraninite, autunite, car notite,
uranothallite, torbernite, uranothorite, etc ware
actively purchased.

The firm of Dr. F. Krantz (Bonn), in 1909– 1914
has sent 11 parcels at the amount of 4,031 DM.

The firm of Julius Bцhm (Vienna) has sent 
16 pa rcels at the amount of 7,429 Austrian
Crones in 1911�1914.

Six parcels came from the Freiberg Mining
Academy (since 1909 till 1914) at the amount of
1, 705 Marks.

A set of betafite samples from Madagascar
pegmatites, collected by A.E. Fersman during
his stay in Vienna, was sent by doctor L. Eger
from the Institute of Natural History.

A big parcel of silver minerals and rocks
describing the Cobalt deposit in Canada was
supplied upon Vernadsky’s request by the mi -
ne management (also not free�of�charge). In
ad dition, the Museum has received a parcel
from USA (Philadelphia) from the firm Foot Mi -
neral Co, containing, in particular, native tan-
talum from Altai and minerals from Colorado
and California (amazonite, spodumene, kun-
zite, tourmaline, etc.). Some parcels came from
Prague, from the mineralogical firm of V.Frie
and one parcel at the amount of 1,252 Marks
from Hamburg, from the firm of Ernst Winter &
Sohn, containing 25 diamond crystals selected
by Fersman.

Unfortunately, the World War I begun in
August 1914 has interrupted these contacts
and purchase of minerals from abroad has
stopped.
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Fig. 1. The invoice (for 36 Rbl) drawn by Moscow collector R.R. Gassel’blat to the Museum for 8 samples with V.I. Kryzha no -
vsky’s  no te on the disbursement
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Fig. 2. The invoice of Austrian mineralogical office of Jul i us
Bö hm with V.I. Kryzhanovsky’s note «Paid on No -
vember 9, 1911, V.K.»

Fig. 3. The invoice of August 12, 1912 of Austrian mineralogical
office of Julius Bö hm with V.I. Kryzha novsky’s note «To
submit for payment on January 22, 1914, V.K.»

The Museum was more intensively replen-
ished by Russian minerals. So, in 1909, after
long negotiations, the collection of Urals min-
ing enterpriser K.A. Shishkovsky (100 samples
for 4, 000 roubles) was purchased. At that time
the Museum had enough of funds for this pur-
pose. In addition to proceeds allocated annual-
ly by the Academy of Sciences, the Museum
had in its account 200, 000 Rbl bequeathed by
the deceased V.I. Vorob’ev for the Museum’s
development and purchase of minerals. The
Shishkovsky collection was bought out of
interest from this sum.

Additional funds were allocated to the Mu -
se um in 1912, when the Peter the Great Geo lo -
gical Museum was renamed into the Peter the
Great Geological and Mineralogical Museum.
The staff of the Museum was also increased.
Fersman become the Senior Scientific Keeper
of the Mineralogical Museum. The same year
the Museum has acquired in Vienna the colle -
cti on of P.A. Kochubei of about 2, 600 samples,
in cluding 300 unique pieces. The czarist gov-

ernment has allocated 169, 869 Rbl for this
purpose.

Among many mineralogical firms of Russia,
the Museum most closely cooperated with the
Urals Mineralogical Office of L.I. Kryzha no -
vsky in Ekaterinburg. Since 1911 through 1917
this office has directed to the Museum about
one hundred boxes (about 6000 kg) at the
amount of 4, 527 Rbl.

The Urals Society of Naturalists in the same
time has sent 8 boxes at the amount of 246 Rbl.
Small purchases (at 30�40 Rbl) were made at
other firms and individual collectors: A. Vya -
cheslov and Co (Saint Petersburg), R.R. Gas -
sel’blat (Moscow), M.I. Rings (Perm), etc.

A large material came to the Museum as a
re sult of own expeditions (A.E. Fersman and
V.I. Kryzhanovsky missions to Middle and So -
uthern Urals). So, L.I. Kryzhanovsky in the let-
ter to the Museum dated September 27, 1912
wrote that «one of sent boxes in weight of 
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Fig. 4. The invoice of February, 12, 1912 of Swiss mineralogical firm
GRE BEL, WENDLER & Co with V.I.Kryzhanovsky’s note «To su -
b mit for payment on January 22, 1914, V.K.»

Fig. 5. The invoice for 137 Rbl 40 copecks of April 20, 1916, drawn by
L.I.Kryzhanovsky on the Museum with V.I.Kry zha novsky’s
note «Submitted for payment on May 11. V.K.»

Fig. 6. Letter # 129 of L.I.Kryzhanovsky dated February 25,
1915 to the Mineralogical museum of the Imperial
Academy of Sciences

4 poods and 7 pounds comprises minerals col-
lected by Fersman and Kryzhanovsky during
their summer expedition». A small amount of
sa mples came as gifts. So, the same letter of 
L.I. Kry zhanovsky notes that «one box con-
tains a collection gifted to the Museum from
Emerald Mines of Mr. Kuznetsov located in
quarter 220 of Berezovaya Dacha».

Gifts came from mine engineers, students,
mine managers and collectors. However, the
basic source of collection replenishment with
diverse material was purchase of minerals at
western firms and Russian collectors.


